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Abstract. A photoacoustic tomography system (PAT) using virtual point ultrasonic transducers was developed and applied to image a monkey brain. The custom-built transducers provide a 10-fold greater field-of-view (FOV) than finite-aperture unfocused transducers as well as an improved signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and reduced artifacts rather than negative-lens transducers. Their tangential resolution, radial resolution, and (SNR) improvements were quantified using tissue phantoms. Our PAT system can achieve high uniformity in both resolution (<1 mm) and SNR (>8) within a large FOV of 6 cm in diameter, even when the imaging objects are enclosed by a monkey skull. The cerebral cortex of a monkey brain was accurately mapped transcranially, through a skull ranging from 2 to 4 mm in thickness. This study demonstrates that PAT can overcome the optical and ultrasound attenuation of a relatively thick skull and can potentially be applied to human neonatal brain imaging. © 2011 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE). [DOI: 10.1117/1.3595842]
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1 Introduction

Photoacoustic tomography (PAT) is a noninvasive and nonionizing hybrid imaging technique that combines strong optical absorption contrast and high ultrasound spatial resolution. It relies on the thermoelastic effect for generating acoustic pressure waves under thermal and stress confinement conditions. A laser pulse is used to irradiate tissue, causing optical absorption, rapid thermoelastic expansion, and then acoustic pressure generation. When the excitation laser is replaced by microwave sources, the technique is named thermoacoustic tomography (TAT). PAT has already demonstrated its ability in high-quality in vivo vascular structural imaging and hemodynamic functional imaging. In this article, we report large field of view (FOV) PAT using virtual point ultrasonic detectors for monkey brain imaging.

Structural and functional imaging of the mouse brain has been well demonstrated with PAT. However, since traditional flat transducers can provide only a small FOV with acceptable sensitivity, PAT and TAT of the cerebral cortex in large animals is challenging. There is always a tradeoff between the sensitivity and the detecting angle: large-aperture detectors can achieve better sensitivity while compromising the FOV, whereas small point detectors produce a larger FOV while compromising the detection sensitivity. We previously proposed a method of attaching a negative lens to a flat transducer to overcome the aforementioned problem, and the spatial resolution was preserved in a large FOV. However, the negative lens introduced reflection, attenuation, and reverberations of ultrasound waves, and thus the sensitivity and the reconstruction accuracy decreased. As a consequence, the negative-lens transducers were designed primarily for conceptual demonstration, and are not suitable for robust and accurate animal imaging. The negative lens ultrasonic transducer is one variant of virtual point detectors. In this study, two other types of virtual point ultrasonic detectors were custom built through the use of concave and convex transducer surfaces without attached lenses. In comparison to the negative-lens ultrasonic transducers that we studied previously, the custom-built detectors retain a large acceptance angle, provide a higher S signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (~15% improvement), and avoid ultrasound reverberations. As a result, the shapes of the imaging targets far away from the scanning center were preserved with both uniform high spatial resolution and SNR. This salient feature allowed us to successfully accomplish PAT of a monkey brain cortex, where more blood vessels were observed with higher contrast and resolution in comparison to our previous work.

Ultrasound imaging is an established pediatric brain imaging method used before the closure of the fontanelles. After the closure of the fontanelles, the image quality degrades, due to severe distortion and attenuation of ultrasound waves in phase and amplitude by the skull. In contrast to ultrasound imaging, PAT detects ultrasound signals through one-way propagation, and thus suffers much less distortion and attenuation by the skull. In addition, PAT based on endogenous hemoglobin contrast is particularly suitable for imaging blood vessels of the cerebral cortex. Multiwavelength PAT can be used to compute oxygen saturation of hemoglobin and thus to monitor functional activities of the human cerebral cortex.

2 Methods and Materials

A PAT system was designed for monkey brain imaging, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Light from a tunable dye laser (NS, Sirah), pumped...
by a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (PRO-350–10, Newport) with a 6.5-ns pulse duration and a 10-Hz pulse repetition rate, was coupled to a multimode fiber bundle (CB18043, Fiberguide). The laser irradiation area could be adjusted by tuning the distance between the fiber bundle and the imaging target. The optical wavelength was tunable between 606 and 678 nm. Unless otherwise noted, PAT images were acquired at 630 nm, and the incident laser fluence on the target surface was \( \sim 8 \text{ mJ/cm}^2 \), well within the American National Standards Institute’s limits.\(^{14}\) A personal computer (PC) provided a synchronized clock signal to trigger the laser and oscilloscope simultaneously.

The custom-built virtual point ultrasonic detectors (from GE Healthcare) had a 2.25-MHz central frequency with 70% bandwidth. They were categorized as concave and convex virtual point detectors according to their surface geometric shapes, as shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). The concave and convex virtual point detectors are also referred to as positively and negatively focused transducers, respectively. These two virtual detectors are equivalent to point detectors in their receiving angle and FOV; however, they possess a much greater receiving surface and sensitivity. Specifically, the virtual point of the concave transducer is located in front of the receiving surface, while the virtual point of the convex transducer is located behind the receiving surface. The cylindrically focused transducers are focused in the scanning plane but unfocused in the elevation direction. The cylindrically focused transducers are focused in the scanning plane but unfocused in the elevation direction. For the concave transducer, the focus is 9.7 mm in front of the deepest point on the transducer surface; for the convex transducer, the focus is 9.7 mm behind the most protruding point on the transducer surface. The acceptance angle is defined as the angle at which the radiation power decreases more than 6 dB. The convex and concave parts of the curved surfaces are 2.5 mm in depth and their cross sectional diameters are 13 mm. Thus, their receiving angles are 87.8 deg, compared to 8.6 deg for a flat transducer.\(^{15}\)

Flat and negative-lens transducers were used for comparison. The flat transducer (ISS 2.25 x 0.5 COM, Krautkramer, GE Healthcare) has similar parameters to the virtual point detectors, except for its flat receiving surface. The negative-lens transducer was made by gluing a negative cylindrical lens onto the active surface of the flat transducer.\(^{12}\)

A back-projection algorithm was employed to reconstruct an image.\(^{6}\) In the image reconstruction of the virtual point detectors, we adjusted the signal time delay to accommodate the spatial
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**Fig. 1** Schematic of the PAT system and virtual point detectors. (a) The schematic of the PAT system. Illustration of the signal acceptance modes of the (b) concave and (c) convex virtual point detector with their photographs. The gray solid lines represent the acceptance angle of the flat transducer, and the black solid lines represent the acceptance angle of the concave and convex virtual point detectors.
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Fig. 3 Simulation results of the resolutions versus distance from the scanning center. Reconstructed PAT image of seven point targets acquired with (a) the flat transducer, and (b) the concave virtual point detector. (c) Tangential resolution and (d) radial resolution versus distance from the scanning center.

difference between the locations of the virtual point and the transducer’s active surface.

We first used the FIELD II software package\textsuperscript{15} to simulate and compare a real point ultrasonic transducer, a partial-ring ultrasonic transducer used in the experiments, and a full-ring ultrasonic transducer (Fig. 2). The simulation parameters are set to be the same as in the experiments (2.25-MHz central frequency) and the simulated PA point sources are located 50 mm away from the virtual point. The tangential and radial resolutions versus the distance from the scanning center for a flat transducer and a concave virtual point detector were also simulated and compared (Fig. 3).

To experimentally quantify the tangential resolution, radial resolution, and SNR improvements, we imaged seven identical needles with diameters of 0.5 mm. The needles were inserted into a piece of agar in a line 1 cm apart, as shown in Fig. 4(a). Five identical transparent plastic tubes with an inner diameter of 7 mm were filled with bovine blood and placed in different positions, as shown in Fig. 5(a), for PAT imaging at 610 nm light wavelength.

A head of a 4-month-old rhesus monkey, immediately immersed in 10\% formalin solution after harvest, was obtained from the Wisconsin National Primate Research Center. The blood vasculature was well maintained for PAT experiments, and the hair and scalp were removed. The dimensions of the head in the axial view were about 8 cm \times 6 cm, and the laser irradiation area was about 5 cm \times 5 cm. The skull thickness was inhomogeneous, ranging from 2 to 4 mm (Fig. 6).

### 3 Results

In the simulation study, the signal receiving schematic of a real point ultrasonic transducer, a partial-ring ultrasonic transducer, and a full-ring ultrasonic transducer are shown in Figs. 2(a)–2(c), respectively. Figure 2(d) shows the detection sensitivity versus the incident angle relative to the axial direction.
Since the partial-ring detector has a limited full acceptance angle (∼87.8 deg), the sensitivity decreases when the PA source is located outside the FOV of the partial-ring detector. On the other hand, the partial-ring detector and the full-ring detector have orders of magnitude with higher sensitivity than the real point detector, because they have much larger detecting surfaces. The sensitivity is defined as the maximum pressure received from the field point. We separately simulated the three detector responses to the point PA source located along two incident angles (20 and 70 deg), shown in Figs. 2(e) and 2(f). As shown in Fig. 2(f), when the PA point source is located outside the full acceptance angle (70 deg > 87.8 deg/2), detection artifacts appear. However, the partial-ring detectors used in our experiments can be approximated as real point detectors when the point source is located within the acceptance angle [Fig. 2(e)]. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the reconstructed images of seven simulated point targets acquired with the flat transducer and the concave virtual point detector, respectively. The tangential and radial resolutions are quantified by calculating the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the main lobe of the point spread function in the corresponding directions, as shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). For the flat transducer, the tangential and radial resolutions deteriorate by ∼13 and ∼3 fold, respectively, over a 6 cm range. By contrast, the virtual point detector shows significant improvement in both the tangential and radial resolutions (<1 mm) within a large FOV of 6 cm in diameter because of its larger acceptance angle.

Figures 4(b)–4(e) show the PAT images of needles acquired experimentally with the flat, negative-lens, concave, and convex transducers. Compared to the image acquired with the flat transducer [Fig. 4(b)], the image acquired with the virtual point detectors [Figs. 4(d) and 4(e)] show significant improvements in tangential resolution, radial resolution, and SNR. We observe greater than 3-fold tangential resolution enhancement when the object is 2 cm away from the scanning center and greater than 3-fold SNR enhancement when the object is 4 cm away from the scanning center. The further the distance from the scanning center, the greater the improvement gained. In particular, needles 5 and 6 at distances of 5 and 6 cm from the scanning center are almost invisible in Fig. 4(b), because the acceptance angle of the flat transducer is limited and the two needles were out of the imaging FOV. Compared to the image acquired with the negative-lens transducer [Fig. 4(c)], the image acquired with the virtual point detectors [Figs. 4(d) and 4(e)] show less artifacts and an improved SNR (∼15% improvement).

To investigate the effect of a monkey skull on SNR and resolutions, we also acquired a PAT image of the needle phantoms enclosed by a monkey skull ranging from 2 to 4 mm in thickness with the concave virtual point detector as shown in Fig. 4(f). SNR and resolution decreased in the reconstructed image; however, the needles are still distinguishable [Fig. 4(f)]. The tangential resolution, radial resolution, and SNR versus the distance from the scanning center are quantified in Figs. 4(g)–4(i). Even when the imaging objects are enclosed by a monkey skull, our PAT system with virtual point detectors can achieve a relatively uniform high resolution (<1 mm) and high SNR (>8) within a large FOV of 6 cm in diameter, and thus it is suitable for a monkey brain or human neonatal brain imaging.

Figures 5(b) and 5(e) show PAT images of five tubes filled with bovine blood, acquired with the flat transducer, negative lens transducer, concave virtual point detector, and convex virtual point detector, respectively. Images of the tubes far from the scanning center (3, 4, and 5) are distorted, as shown in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c), but well preserved as shown in Figs. 5(d) and 5(e). In addition, compared to the images acquired with the negative lens transducer [Fig. 5(e)], the images acquired with the virtual point detectors [Figs. 5(d) and 5(e)] have ∼15% sensitivity enhancement as shown in Fig. 5(f).

Figure 6 shows PAT of monkey brain images acquired (a) by the flat transducer with the cranium and dura mater intact, and (b) by the convex virtual point detector with and (c) without cranium and dura mater intact acquired by a virtual point detector.
without the cranium and dura mater, respectively. Images similar to those shown in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c) were obtained by the concave virtual point detector. We can associate blood vessels by labeling them with the same numbers in Figs. 6(a)–6(d). Compared to Figs. 6(b) and 6(c), Fig. 6(a) shows only the blood vessels in the scanning center, and blood vessels 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 12, and 13 disappear because of the limited detection angle of the flat transducer. Vascular structures can be clearly identified through the intact skull from the PAT image in Fig. 6(b). The blood vessels in Fig. 6(c) show increased contrast over those in Fig. 6(b), which is attributable to optical and ultrasound attenuation in the cranium and dura mater. The mean FWHM diameter of the reconstructed blood vessels was then quantified, with and without cranium, to be 0.73 and 0.45 mm, respectively. A photograph of the exposed brain cortex of the rhesus monkey is shown in Fig. 6(d).

4 Conclusions

In summary, we developed and applied virtual point detectors for the PAT of the monkey brain. Compared to flat ultrasonic transducers, virtual point ultrasonic transducers greatly improve the tangential resolution, radial resolution, and SNR at the periphery. The increase in the acceptance angle of the detectors enabled us to image a larger FOV, and thus the object shapes in the reconstructed images were well preserved, even when the target was far from the scanning center. Compared to the negative-lens ultrasonic transducers, the virtual point ultrasonic detectors provide an improved SNR (∼15% improvement) and avoid reverberation artifacts in the reconstructed images. Our experimental results also show that PAT can overcome the effect of a relatively thick skull bone to a great extent, and that the PAT brain cortex imaging of large animals is feasible. Therefore, PAT may be potentially used for monitoring the blood-related pathological and physiological status of human brains, especially for neonatal brains before the closure of fontanelles.
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